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1 Software Installation

Minimum System Requirements

In order to run ReverseVision you need a PC with at least the following
requirements:

· Windows XP Service Pack 2 or higher 
· .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 with all relevant updates
· Resolution set to 1024x768 or higher
· 512 MB RAM (1GB recommended)
· MS Office 2000, Office XP, Office 2003, Office 2007 or higher

(Reporting features require Excel 2003)
· 1GB free space on the hard disk
· Internet access (high speed connection strongly recommended) 
· Latest security updates from Windows Update are strongly recommended

Before installing ReverseVision, back up all data and perform the latest updates for
Windows including installation of the Framework 3.5 SP1 or higher (depending on
your Windows installation you can "Click Start" and select "Windows Update" or
"Click Start", select "All Programs," and then select "Windows Update").

Note: Make sure the clock on your PC is set to the correct time and time zone
(including DST)!

Important
 
Several times during the installation seemingly nothing may happen for a few
minutes; not even a window may be shown; This is normal. 
Also you may be asked a couple of times whether you want to Open or Run a file, or
Save it. Run will be your first choice and Open the second; don't save the file.
It is also important to know that only the user, under which name the installation has
been made for, will have access to ReverseVision. That means if an Administrator
logs in as Administrator and performs the installation, only the Administrator will have
access to ReverseVision.

Access Rights

As a Microsoft "ClickOnce" application ReverseVision may require administration
rights for the first installation, but after the initial installation, ReverseVision does
NOT require administration rights anymore, neither to start the application nor to
install upgrades. After the initial installation administrative rights can be revoked from
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the user using ReverseVision.

It is important that if the initial installation requires administrative rights, these rights
are temporarily granted to the user who will use ReverseVision, and this should be
the same person installing the software (as opposed to another user with
administrative rights performing the installation).

Start Installation

Use Internet Explorer (other browsers may not work) to navigate to the site
provided to you by the administrator.
Click Install.

Installation of Prerequisites 

Depending on the status of your machine, several updates and installations need to
be made, such as "Framework 2.0" or "Crystal Reports". The installer may ask you
from zero to several times to accept these installations. You will need to accept
these programs.

Log in to Server 
 
After the installation a pop up window will appear asking for your user credentials.
Fill in User Name and Password (given to you by your Administrator) and click OK.
The initial files will be downloaded and the application started. 

The next time you want to start ReverseVision you just select the program from the
Start Menu of Windows or the ReverseVision 3.5 desktop icon.
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2 Quick Start

Overview

This section explains how to open ReverseVision and enter minimum information to
obtain the needed calculations to discuss the benefits of a reverse mortgage with
your prospective clients and how these benefits best match their needs.

It is very important with regard to your proficiency of use of the software to read this
manual in it's entirety and not use this tidbit in replacement of. This section is rather
intended to get you up and running quickly and the rest of the manual will expand
and reinforce  your working knowledge.

Getting Started

Open ReverseVision, either by selecting "Start", "Programs", "ReverseVision" or you
may have an icon already on your desktop (if so double click the icon).

Once you have the application loaded you will then click (1) New and enter in (2)
date of birth, (3) property zip code, (4) property value and (5) select loan purpose.
Next select the  (6) Loan screen from the Navigation Panel.

Upon selecting the Loan screen you will be redirected as follows:
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(1) Select loan product to present to borrower (selected product highlighted)
(2) Relevant rate information and change the margin here if allowed by organization
(3) Allocate available funds accordingly
(4) Select from Amortization Schedule, TALC, Comparison, GFE or print all
(5) See section "ReverseVision Simulator" on how to use simulator in order to
show prospective borrower(s) what benefit the loan provides in to the future based
on simulation conditions that are entered

Note: The pie chart you see above and comparison grid our visual components you
should utilize along with those in the simulator to enhance the learning experience
for your clients.
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3 Support

If at any time there is need for support, ReverseVision has several resources
available to provide that support.

FAQ

ReverseVision's FAQ is frequently updated with common issues and questions
regarding the software and other industry-related questions.

You can access the FAQ by going to http://faq.reversevision.com

E-mail Support

ReverseVision provides e-mail support throughout the day.  For e-mail support, e-
mail: support@reversevision.com

Phone Support

ReverseVision offers daytime phone support for urgent issues that cannot be
resolved by referencing the FAQ or E-mail Support.

For Phone Support call: (919) 834-0070
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4 ReverseVision Overview

ReverseVision is a powerful tool that when utilized, will allow a seamless transition of
a loan from prospect to shipping. This handbook is the key to unlocking the full
potential and understanding of the functionality of our software. The better you
understand how to utilize the software, the more successful you will become at your
assigned role(s). This handbook will update, as features change within the software.
This is normal as our software is always changing to accomodate the dynamic needs
of the reverse mortgage industry.

4.1 Starting application

After installation, ReverseVision is initiated from the Start Menu or the Desktop.
This is done just as if you were opening any other program. 

Note: Depending on your machine's capabilities and the bandwidth of your internet
connection, it may take a few seconds to a few minutes to load and open
ReverseVision.

Important: The Minimum screen resolution requirement for ReverseVision software
to display is 1024x768 pixels or higher.

Automatic Updates
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Whenever there has been a change or improvement made to the software we will
publish these changes. When this happens you may see a box pop up upon starting
the application stating updates are downloading. This may take a few seconds to a
few minutes and upon the completion of the update task the application will then
load.

4.2 ReverseVision workspace

Above is a pictorial layout of ReverseVision describing where key components are
located. Please take a moment to familiarize yourself with this layout.

Title Bar - displays borrower/co-borrower and loan status (i.e. prospect or
origination) information.

Main Menu Bar - displays Main Menu elements which are used to adjust certain
features of the software.
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Tool Bar - displays action buttons which facilitate operational features.

Work Space - displays platform which hosts all usable work features.

Navigation Panel - displays list which user can choose from to navigate through
various screens within application. 

Responsibility Panel - displays list of responsible persons in correlation with said
role.

Status Bar - Displays status to end user: time of next update (rates, counseling list,
lending limits, etc.) in a "time until" format.

HINT: Notice the pin looking object in the top of the Navigation Panel. Click this
object and then move your cursor away from the Navigation Panel for it to auto-hide
and give you a larger work space.

 To bring back the Navigation Panel click on Loan tab, click on pin
icon, and now the Navigation Panel is visible.

4.3 Things you should know

There are a few particularities that are very important.

Saving your work

 

ReverseVision automatically saves data for you as you work in the background. 
When creating documents or before you close the software, you can click on the
'Save' button to save your work and continue.
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Note: ReverseVision will also prompt you to save your data if you close the software
and there are unsaved changes pending.  We recommend that you always choose
to save when closing otherwise you may lose data that you entered.

Messages from ReverseVision

ReverseVision works with minimal pop-ups and interrupting messages. Instead,
ReverseVision gives less intrusive indicators to assist in data management:  

Suggestions are the lowest level of assistance. They point out areas of information
that would be nice to have, but in most cases are not required.
An example would be the Borrower's email address; it is nice to have, but the loan
can be closed without it.

Warnings are more serious. Although they do not stop you from working, they will
need to be addressed at some point. An example is the Borrower's street address;
the loan can be calculated without it, but it certainly is required to close the loan.

Errors indicate that crucial information is missing. An example is the value of the
property; without it a loan cannot be calculated.

NOTE: By right clicking in the application on most screens, a pop-up menu with
related functions can be viewed. 

4.4 Date Entry

All date entry is handled the same regardless of the field you are entering a date for.

HINT: If the date upon being entered correctly shows in red, this is to signify that the
date entered falls on either a holiday or Sunday.  

When entering a date, month and day are entered using two characters. Year may
be entered in a two or four character format:

Example  02131942 will display as 02/13/1942

Example 120339 will display as 12/03/1939

Additional advanced methods for entering a date are explained as follows:

Entering a date one week from the present day, enter the actual date or enter any of
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the selections listed:

1. today+1w 
    (w stands for week)
2.  +7d
    (d stands for day)
3. +1w
4. 1w

Dates can be entered in almost any format:

Jan 4  means January 4 of the current year
4 5  means April 5 of the current year
1 1 1  means January 1, 2001
      0     means today
4/5/03  of course means April 5, 2003

To add days, weeks, or months to a date just add it.

4/5/5  +7d means April 12, 2005
4/5/5  +7bd means April 13, 2005

(bd stands for business days)
4/5/5 +1w means April 12, 2005
4/5/5 +6w       means May 17, 2005
4/5/5  -7d means March 29, 2005

4.5 E-Mail Updates

ReverseVision allows you to receive e-mail updates for your loans if you have opted
in to this feature.

To enable this feature you will need to log in to our website at http://www.
reversevision.com and then go to Personal Settings -> Events Subscription.
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Description of Events

WorkFlow:  Enable this if you want an alert whenever a loan changes status.
(Origination to Processing, Processing to Underwriting, etc.)

BroakeredLoanSubmission: Enable this if you want an alert when a loan is submitted
by a broker to your wholesale company.  Only check this if you are a wholesale
lender.

RetailLoanSubmission: Enable this if you want an alert when a loan is submitted by
a retail loan officer.  This alert only works if the loan is submitted within the same
organization that it originated from.

Note: Enable this if you want an alert when a note is added or modified.

RoleAssigned: Enable this if you want an alert when a role has been assigned to you
in a loan.

Once you have checked the alerts you want to be subscribed to, click save and you
are ready to begin receiving alerts.
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5 Working With a New Prospect

A prospect is a potential customer who would like to get some initial information, but
has not yet decided to get a loan. In the prospect mode we collect enough
information from the customer to:

· allow us to contact the client later
· calculate and evaluate a reverse mortgage
· disseminate the advantages for your client
· send the client to counseling

A new customer initially is a prospect and it is suggested as good practice to gather
as much information and input it into the software as possible. The more you know
about your client the better equipped you are to cater to their needs.

5.1 Adding a New Prospect

There are two ways to open a new Workspace to either begin taking an application
or run a scenario.

1.  Click the New button located on the Tool Bar.

2. Click File (located just above the new button) on the Main Menu Bar and then
select New Prospect.

Next you will begin entering in information about the borrower on the "Borrower"
screen. This will first appear in the Navigation Panel as the word "Borrower" and will
be replaced with the borrower's name upon being entered into the appropriate fields.

5.1.1 Borrower(s)

Overview

The Borrower screen is the first screen that is presented to you when you start a

loan in ReverseVision.  This screen is the central location for the personal

information of the borrowers and their relationships.  Without entering some of the

basic information about the borrower and property in this screen you will not be able

to process the loan.
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Fig. 1

Alert Icons

· Any field that must be filled out to proceed will have a red circle with an

exclamation point to the right of the field. (1)  If you place your mouse over the field

an explanation of what is needed will also appear.

· Yellow triangles with exclamation points (2) indicate that information required to

finish processing of the loan is missing, however you will be able to calculate fees

and view comparisons without this information being entered.   If you place your

mouse over the field an explanation of what is needed will also appear.

· Blue circles with exclamation points (3) are next to optional fields that help when

preparing documents through ReverseVision but are not essential to loan

processing.
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Note:Many of the fields in the Borrower screen are ‘smart.’  For example: entering

the name ‘John’ as the first name will automatically populate the ‘Sex’ field.  ZIP

codes will also usually populate fields automatically with County and City names. (4)

Double clicking inside the ‘Formal Name’ and ‘Greeting’ fields will also automatically

populate them.

Right Click Menu's

Add CoBorrower

Adding a Co-Borrower: right click on the Borrower screen, select Add CoBorrower,
and a Co-Borrower screen will appear.

Add NonBorrowing Spouse

Adding of a non-borrowing spouse.  Will populate required documents to be signed
by non-borrower who occupies property as primary residence.

Delete CoBorrower

Deleting a Co-Borrower: right click on the Co-Borrower(s) screen you wish to delete.
Select Delete "Co-Borrower" and "Co-Borrower" will instead appear with whatever
name has been entered for the Co-Borrower (Delete Beth Miller). If no name has
been entered it will appear in the menu selection as (Delete).

Dis-Join Address

Select from the Navigation Panel whichever borrower(s) Address you wish to
disjoin.  Right click on the borrower's screen, select Disjoin Address of "borrower's
name here" (Disjoin Address of Beth Miller), and the Address section will be
emptied. Type in address information. To reverse this disjoin and restore the
information back to what was originally entered, right click and the menu will be
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replaced with Join ... as a feature instead of DisJoin ... 

DisJoin Communication

Select from the Navigation Panel whichever borrower(s) Communication you wish
to disjoin.  Right click on the borrower's screen, select Disjoin Communication of
"borrower's name here" (Disjoin Communication of Beth Miller), and the
Communication section will be emptied. Type in Communication information. To
reverse this disjoin and restore the information back to what was originally entered,
right click and the menu will be replaced with Join ... as a feature instead of DisJoin
... 

"Borrower/CoBorrower" passed away

In the unfortunate event any of your borrower(s) should pass away before closing
there is a right click menu feature "Borrower/CoBorrower" passed away." Select
the deceased borrower(s) from the Navigation Panel, select said feature, and you
will notice a symbol next to that borrower's name. This informs you the borrower(s)
status has changed to deceased. If you need to change a borrower(s) status back to
living select said borrower(s), right click, and now you have the option Borrower/
CoBorrower is alive.

Create Word Document

There are various Word documents that may be created from Word templates.
These documents will assist in the loan presentation; making it a more pleasurable
experience for your borrower(s).

Relationship Window

From the Borrower screen you may also add Relationships and CoBorrowers. (5) (Fig.

1)  Once you add a CoBorrower a second Borrower screen will appear which is
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nearly identical to the first.

The Relationship screen will allow you to add non-borrower relationships to the loan. 

You may add more relationships by right clicking and choosing ‘New Relationship.’

You may manage multiple relationships by switching between the tabs at the top of

the Relationship window.  You may also delete a relationship by right clicking and

choosing ‘Delete Relationship.’  

Origination Status and the Borrower Screen
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When the loan status is changed to Origination additional fields appear in the
borrower screen (above).

Note: Any box with a '?' in it is designed to be input with a yes/no/unknown. There
are two ways to populate these boxes. 

· First you may put your cursor over the box and click once to change, and repeat
until desired character is populated in field (Y - Yes/N - No/? - Unknown). 

· You can also input a character into the field (Y - Yes/N - No and you must click to
activate the ? for unknown; you cannot input ? as a character.)  

5.1.2 Counseling

Click the Counseling Wizard button on the borrower screen (you may also select
the counseling list from the main menu bar, select  file, then counseling) and an
entire list of available counselors will populate that is current and up to date. The list
will populate with all available counselors within the state you enter for the primary
residence. This list is kept current via the server through the synchronization
function.
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Now select by clicking in the box next to the desired counselors you wish to populate
a list to give to your borrower(s). Click the Next button and your selections will be
compiled into a list. You may either print this list or export it  into a desired
compatible format and transfer electronically to your borrower(s).

5.1.3 Loan

Overview

The Loan screen is the screen where you can choose and configure your product,
and create simulations to show to your clients with your current settings.
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Things to Know

Rate Margin: With the introduction of new products to the Reverse Mortgage
industry, you now may also offer these new products. Simply change the Rate
Margin from the traditional HECM margin of 2% to 2.5% and you now have a HECM
250. (1)

Note: you may not be able to change the Rate Margin as this is decided by the
organization you work for. If you cannot change the margin there will be products  for
you to choose from that reflect the variation of rate margins. Please contact your
company administrator for further details.

You can select your loan product (HECM Monthly, HECM Annual, HECM Fixed, etc.)
by clicking directly on the desired loan name and the current selected loan product
will be highlighted. (2)

Note: Any time a change is made to the loan conditions that would potentially cause
a change in fees you must re-verify the loan by navigating to the fee screen and
verify that the fees are correct. 
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The fields and check boxes under the Loan Features and Loan Allocation sections
will allow you to configure the loans payment conditions (Term, Tenure, Cash at
closing, LOC, Monthly Income, etc.). (3)

The Documents section gives you access to print the Amortization schedule, TALC,
and Comparison. You may print all three by clicking the Print All button.  (4)

Click on ‘Open Simulator’ to begin simulating how loan can progress over its
lifetime. (5)  You will be able to see how the LOC grows, projected home value, and
many other things with the simulator.  The Simulator is covered in another section of
the handbook in detail.

5.1.4 Fees

Overview

The fee screen features all of the fees that are associated with the loan process. 
Your lender or administrator is responsible for setting up the default fees for each
available product and state.  Each fee will have 3 fields, the HUD#, the description,
and a Value.  Depending on the fee a value may be entered in either the LPOC,
POC, or the Borrower fields.

Column Descriptions
HUD# The HUD# associated

with the fee.

Description The Name of the Fee

associated with the

HUD# (Some

descriptions are

editable.)

YSP Yield Spread Premium

LPOC Lender Paid Outside

Closing

POC Paid Outside Closing
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Borrower Fees the borrower will

pay at closing.

Payee The payee associated

with the fee.

EFW Exclude from Wrie

Seller Fees the seller will pay

at closing.

SbB Represents a fee that

the borrower selected

the Payee for. 

Using the Fee Screen

The fee screen has 3 different types of fields:

1. The first field is they grayed-out field which is read-only. (1)
2. The second field is both readable and writeable and will be recognizable by its

white background. (2)
3. The final field is a blue/green color which signifies that whatever is in that field is

different from what is setup by default.  If you wish to return this field to default,
double click inside it and it will change what is entered and change the
background to white: (3)

Default Fee Screen:
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When Automatically Recalculate Fees (4) is checked the fees will automatically
change to default when you change the selected product in the loan screen.  Again,
these default fees are defined by your lender or administrator.

Various fee's have different tolerance threshold's.  These tolerances are indicated
by (5). Additionally, when the icon is highlighted , it is an indicator that the specific
fee lies outside of the given tolerance.  To return it to the value that is given on the
disclosed GFE simply double-click the icon.

(6) is a field that appears after disclosing a GFE for the first time.  This field shows
what the disclosed amount on the GFE is and is not editable.  This field will show the
most recent disclosure for the GFE in the case of re-disclosures.

How to Add Fees 

Use your mouse and right click in an open area and select Add Fee.  The Add Fees
(below) window will appear and allow you to select the fee that you wish to add.  To
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select the fee, left click on the line which has the fee you want and it will
automatically be added to your fee set.

Note: When you add a fee manually it will typically default to 0 so you will need to
make sure you enter in the correct amount in the appropriate field.

5.1.5 Comparison

Overview

The Comparison screen will allow you to view several different products in a side to

side view to see which products would give the greatest benefit to the borrower.
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How to use the Comparison screen

The product which is currently selected and configured will be highlighted at the top

of the screen. (1)  Other products that are displayed are shown with their default

configuration.  You may click on any products name to make it the selected product.

Note: If you change the selected product you will have to go to the Fee screen to

verify fees.

You may left-click the arrows at the top and drag the product to the place that you

want it to be for easier side-by-side comparison. (2)
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You may select the dropdown on the margin row to adjust the margin for the product.

The interest rate and other fields which are affected by this change will automatically

be recalculated.

By right clicking you may bring up a menu (below) that shows your available

products.  You may then select one of these products which will be displayed in the

comparison menu.  To remove any product (except for the selected product) from

the comparison screen click on the red ‘X.’ (3)

5.1.6 Notes

Overview
The notes screen allows you to attach and sort your custom notes to the application

and include documents in those notes (PDF’s, Word Documents, etc.).
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How to use the Notes screen

Click on the ‘Add New Note’ button to create a new note. (1)  From there you may

add your note to the text box (2) and then click on the drop down to assign a type to

the note. (3)

If you have multiple notes and wish to only view certain types you may click the

dropdown next to ‘View:’ and select the type that you wish to view. (4)

You may also expand or collapse notes by clicking on any of the ‘+’ or ‘-‘ buttons. (5)

Attachments
To add an attachment to the note, right click on the note and select ‘Add Attachment.

’  After you select the attachment it will be uploaded and attached to the loan.  Once

an attachment has been made to a note, the word ‘Attachment’ will turn red so that

you know the attachment was successful.  If you need to change, delete, open or

save an attachment you can right click on the note and choose any of the options

from the menu that appears.
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5.2 ReverseVision Simulator

The Simulator is a great tool to help your borrower(s) better understand how reverse
mortgages develop over time. It will answer questions such as:
· How much money will my children (beneficiaries) inherit?
· How does the Line Of Credit (LOC) grow?
· What is my homes projected value 15 years from now?
· What is the real interest rate? 

5.2.1 Working with the Simulator

Attention
We will do our best in explaining how to use the simulator, but nothing can take the
place of practice. Gaining expertise on using the simulator will enhance your
borrower(s) loan experience and understanding. 

Getting Started

Select the (1) Loan screen from the Navigation Panel and then click the (2) Open
Simulator button.
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5.2.2 Simulator Features

Layout

Familiarize yourself with the layout of the simulator. Displayed as follows:

Borrower(s) age(s) are displayed relative to simulation year, and you will find them
located on the Title Bar. 

Tabs select which graph to display from correlating tab.

(1) Reverse Mortgage in indicates which year the simulator is displaying results for.

(2) Home Value: projected value in relation to which year the simulator is running in.

(3) Select Scenario Drop down list supplying different scenarios to select from and
to run simulator in. They are as follows:
· Custom
· Talc 
· Pure Tenure
· All Upfront
· All LOC
· Withdrawals
· As is

(4) Next year's planned activities enter any amount to be withdrawn from the line
of credit in addition to funds already being distributed that year. For example if your
borrower(s) wish to withdraw $5000 for a cruise in 2010 then you would enter it here.

     (I) Expected index rates this will be the value entered to calculate the cost of the
loan over the life of the simulation. Choose from Yield Curve, 10 Year Treasury,
Current            Rate, and Custom.

     (II) Expected property growth rate enter value to be used to forecast the future
home value. Choose from Standard (4%), 5-year average, and Custom.
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(5) Action buttons that allow you to advance simulator. Choose from Advance one
year, Advance ten years, Start over, and Sell home.

Note: For all graphs and charts to display you need to advance the simulator a
minimum of two years.

Note: Custom will be the only selection where you will input values in Next years
planned activities/Expected index rates/Expected property growth rate and also
use the Action buttons. The rest of the options in the Select Scenario use values
you have entered throughout the software. 

I. Expected index rates

Yield Curve calculates Projected feature rate by using maturity rates of various
treasury securities. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yield_curve.

10 Year Treasury uses 10 year treasury rate as index.
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Current Rate uses current index rate.

Custom enter any value.

II. Expected property growth rate

Standard (4%) appreciates home at 4% annually.

5-year average takes national average for last five years, performs calculation, and
populates correlating field with average.

Custom appreciates home at whatever value is input annually.

(III). Action

Advance one year advances simulator one year per click.

Advance ten years advances simulator one decade per click.

Sell home click and then you must advance simulator one year to see outcome of
selling home and it's impact on various loan parameters.

Start over resets simulator to beginning.

Select Scenario 

Select the scenario you wish the simulator to run from the drop down list Select
Scenario:

Custom - Just as it sounds; the simulator allows you to customize the loan's input
values at the start of the simulator. The simulator also allows the changing of
inputted values as the loan progresses.

TALC - Uses standard calculation set by the Federal government. This calculation
will then forecast the projected average annual cost to include any/all itemized costs.
The simulator will find the sum of the annual calculations to give a representation of
the life of the loan and also displays loan standings from year to year. Important to
note that if you have selected this option and your loan conditions leave any funds in
Line of Credit (LOC), then the standard calculation will report half of available funds
in LOC as income received in the first year.

Pure Tenure - Simulator displays loan as a Tenure.  Uses values you entered
previously into the software (property value, DOB, closing date, etc.).

All Upfront - Simulator operates and displays scenario based off of borrower taking
out all available funds at closing.
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All LOC - Simulator displays results based on all available funds left in Line of Credit
at close of loan.

Withdrawals - Simulator runs as if borrower makes random withdrawals over life of
loan.

As is - Simulator will run scenario based off of inputs you entered on the Loan
screen.

5.2.3 Graphs

Income 

The left side of the bar graph displays income paid to borrower(s) and the bottom
represents which year.  Notice the years are displayed 07-08 this is one year not two
years. The 07-08 year includes any payoff and cash borrower receives at closing in
addition to total annual monthly payments. In year 12-13 the income is higher, this is
due to a $5000  payout to the borrower in addition to the annual income.
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Income Accumulated

This line graph shows income paid to borrower(s) building on one year to the next
over the life of the loan. Notice we have pointed out three areas on the graph: the
start (includes any payoffs, cash at closing and paid monthly income), year where an
additional $5000 withdrawn, and the end.  The income levels off at the end given
that there are no more payouts.  This is a result of the input loan being a 10 year
term.

Line of Credit

This graph shows the effect on the Line of Credit over the life of the loan.  Given that
the equity increases at a rate greater than any payouts or withdrawals, the graph
depicts an LOC that is becoming larger.  Notice about half way through the LOC
takes a dip. Do you know why?  It is because the borrower had an additional $5000
pay out and this results in more money paid out than gained in equity during this
year.
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}

Equity

This graph depicts equity and how it is influenced by the borrower's request and
other contributing factors. Again notice half way through the growth of equity does
not seem to be as constant as it is throughout the rest of the life of the loan. Why?
The borrower withdrew an additional $5000.
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Property Value

Value of home (given all influencing factors) and this simulation shows favorable
conditions with an increased value over the life of the loan.
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History

The Loan history graph is broken into eight sections, and each of these sections
represents a certain portion of the total loan value. 

Equity reserves - Portion of home value (equity) that is set aside at closing and not
available to borrower(s). This is determined by a formula set by the Federal
Government.

Servicing reserves - Servicing fees are permittable if not already built into the
borrower(s) mortgage interest rate.  These fees are a monthly recurring charge and
collected for the life of the loan. The total cost of servicing fees for the life of the loan
are calculated and a reserve (also called set-aside) is created and drawn from
monthly. 

Funds for monthly Income - Funds to be paid to the borrower(s) are calculated and
set-aside. As funds are paid to the borrower(s) this set-aside will decrease. Notice in
the image how the set-aside comes to an end.  This particular simulation was run as
a 10 year term.

Line of credit - This reserve is determined by the loan conditions and the borrower
(s) may draw from the LOC at any time over the life of the loan until the reserve is
fully depleted.
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Income received - Graphical representation of portion of loan value paid as income
to borrower(s).

Accrued interest - Displays graphical portion of loan value to be paid for use of
funds by borrower. Accrued over life of loan.

Insurance fees - Known as Mortgage Insurance Premium (MIP) this section will
increase as the loan moves along its timeline.  At closing the initial MIP (2% of the
maximium claim amount) is added to the outstanding balance.  There is also a
monthly MIP which is determined by a standard calculation defined by the Federal
Government.

Financing fees - Any additional fees incurred that are not a part of any of the other
sections described and also not paid by the borrower out of pocket. Rather they
have elected to finance these fees, which are then added to the outstanding balance
owed by the borrower(s).

The life expectancy of the borrower(s) is indicated by the asterisk (*) next to the
appropriate year. Life expectancy is determined by a series of calculations.  If there
are multiple borrowers, the life expectancy will be calculated longer than if you had
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one borrower given all other conditions are the same ( i.e. their ages are the same). 

Notice the Show Legend in the bottom right side of screen; if you click and have a
check in the box then the legend will be displayed. If there is no check in this box,
then the legend will not be displayed.

APR

Depicts Annual Percentage Rate over the life of the loan. It is clear that the longer
the borrower(s) keeps the loan the lower the interest rate becomes.

oAPR

Depicts Annual Percentage Rate over the life of the loan if all the cash is withdrawn
by the borrower(s) at close.
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Rates

Interest rate, growth rate, and insurance rate are the three items depicted in this
graph

- Interest Rate (red) applied interest rate used to forecast cost of loan

- Growth Rate (blue) rate used to forecast property appreciation on an annual basis

- Insurance Rate (orange) rate used to calculate Mortgage Insurance Premium
(MIP)
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5.3 From Prospect to Origination

The preceding section "Adding a New Prospect" gives a general overview. This
section will give you more in depth instruction on how to use the software during the
application and origination phases.

 Please refer to the sections within the annex portion of this manual as they
will assist in your understanding of how best to use the software to conduct your
daily business.  
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5.3.1 Borrower(s)

Origination Status and the Borrower Screen

When the loan status is changed to Origination additional fields appear in the
borrower screen (above).

Note: Any box with a '?' in it is designed to be input with a yes/no/unknown. There
are two ways to populate these boxes. 

· First you may put your cursor over the box and click once to change, and repeat
until desired character is populated in field (Y - Yes/N - No/? - Unknown). 

· You can also input a character into the field (Y - Yes/N - No and you must click to
activate the ? for unknown; you cannot input ? as a character.)  

5.3.2 Property

Here you will enter all necessary information pertaining to the subject property.
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Notice the Add button in the Payoffs, Liens and Mortgages control. Click this
button to access the Payoffs, Liens and Mortgages input screen. 

You can enter as many liens as needed just by clicking the Add button. You may
edit any lien already entered by clicking the Edit button. This button only becomes
visible on the  Property screen once a minimum of one lien has been entered.
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5.3.3 Case

The Case screen has two features that need a little further clarification.  Set Rate
Lock: this is accomplished by clicking within the box; a check mark indicates (yes)
you have successfully initiated this feature and a blank box represents (no) you have
not engaged this feature. 

This is a HECM to HECM Refinance engage/disengage is the same as Set Rate
Lock, but once you have engaged this property then the boxes Original Max Claim
Amount:, Current Principal Limit:, Original HECM Payoff:, and Original HECM
Closing Date: become unlocked and need to have relevant information inserted.
Without such information the HECM to HECM Refi will be disengaged. The
information can be obtained from the current servicer of the HECM.

Rate Lock (Principal Limit Lock)

The rate lock - or principal limit lock is one of the most often misunderstood concepts
in the context of the HECM reverse mortgage. It is neither a rate lock in the sense
that rates are locked for conventional mortgages, nor does it lock the principal limit.

Expected Rate 

The expected rate is one of the factors used to calculate the principal limit, which is
one of the defining factors of how much money a borrower can get with a reverse
mortgage. 
The expected rate is based on the 10-year constant maturity treasury index; it is the
sum of this index plus the rate margin. 

Locking the Expected Rate
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The HECM program allows you to lock the expected rate to the rate on the day of
the application. Selecting "Set Rate Lock" activates this rate lock. Locking the rate
does not lock the principal limit (a change in the lending limits or shift in the age of
the borrower due to a change of the closing date still could change the principal
limit), it just locks the expected rate, which is only one factor in the calculation of the
principal limit.

Expiration of the Rate Lock

The rate lock is valid for a total of 120 days, and is calculated not from the date of
application, but from the date when the FHA case number is retrieved. 

Expected Rate at Closing

If the rate is not locked, or if the rate lock is expired, then the expected rate is
calculated based on the 10-year constant maturity treasury index at the date of the
closing of the loan.

Best Rate

The HECM program allows you to take the best rate in the case that the rate at
closing is more beneficial to the borrower than the locked in rate.
ReverseVision has a sophisticated way to pick the best rate. Generally, the lower the
rate, the higher the amount of cash available to the borrower. However due to some
inlinearities in the way the HECM loan is calculated, sometimes the higher rate gives
more money to the borrower. ReverseVision automatically takes care of all this and
actually in the Payment Schedule, the closer is informed what rate is being picked.

Important:
It is important to understand that the expected rate is just a way to calculate the
amount of the loan and has nothing to do with the actual interest rate that will be
applied to the outstanding balance of the loan during the life of the loan. Thus if
ReverseVision picks the higher expected rate to calculate the loan, there is no higher
interest applied to the loan.

The Borrower Never Loses with Rate Lock 
We do not know of any case where setting the rate lock would be a disadvantage to
the borrower. At worst, the borrower gets the same conditions as if the rate lock was
not set.
ReverseVision does not give advice on loan programs and how to use them. 

IMPORTANT: In order to use the rate lock feature you must input the application
and closing dates and also preferably the FHA Case number date as well.
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5.4 Selecting an Existing Loan

When opening the ReverseVision software you can simply click the Pipeline button
located on the Tool Bar 

and then type in your selection criteria.
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Note that origination is the selection criteria entered. This criteria is then compared
with information in all fields.  A list is generated and displayed for you to choose your
desired loan from.

IMPORTANT: If you do not see a loan in the selection tool that you believe you have
the proper extended access rights to see then click Tools located on the Main
Menu bar and select Archived Loans.  

Archived Loans

Loans that are inactive after a certain period of time will be placed in the Archived
Loan section.  Loans may be opened from this menu just like the regular pipeline. 
Making any change to the loan and synchronizing will move the loan back into your
regular pipeline and out of Archived Loans.

5.5 Quick Calc

ReverseVision provides a Quick Calculator for instances when rough estimates are
needed for loans.  In most all situations it is more beneficial for the user to create a
new loan so the full calculation engine is used.

Please note that the Quick Calc is not always as accurate as the normal calculation
engine, it should not be relied on for estimates that need to be extremely accurate.

Getting Started with the Quick Calculator
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To open the Quick Calc, click on the Quick Calc button on the toolbar.

If you have a loan open, some of the fields will already be populated by default. 
Otherwise, all fields will be blank.

The quick calc allows you to define the purpose of the product (Purchase,
Refinance, HECM to HECM Refi.) as define which product you use.  Like the Loan
screen, you can define the allocation, rates, and margins.
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6 Document Options

ReverseVision utilizes ReverseDocuments™ to create individual documents and
document packages.

Select the Documents control from the Main Menu bar and select application

 
Upon this selection the Document Composer window will appear and if message
"Synchronization required before ordering Document Sets" appears at the bottom of
the window (indicated by the arrow in the image below) close this window and click
the Synchronization button on the Tool bar.

A complete list of all available documents will populate in this window and default will
be a selection of all (indicated by arrow in upper left corner of image). Select All
feature will include all documents shown during package creation. Click to remove
check mark in Select All and then click within each box to the left of each correlating
document you wish to include in set if not including all in document package
creation. If not selecting all documents then these additional options become
available: Email, Print, Save selected.

Numbers of copies located in upper right corner allows to print multiple copies of
complete set. This feature is available on a document by document basis located to
the right of each document. Once synchronization and selection of package along
with numbers of sets/individual documents have been set the Create New
Document set button will be enabled. 
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Upon clicking Create New Document set button a confirmation window will appear.
Click Order New Document Set to complete order.
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IMPORTANT: In the Document Composer window image notice Total Annual Loan
Cost (TALC) document highlighted blue and the box with Print, Email, Preview, Save
as PDF. These features are available through right clicking of the mouse over a
desired documents name and allow you multiple options for one document as many
times it may be necessary to access one document instead of a complete set.
Availability of these right click features are pointed out in the document order
confirmation window as well.

Note: In the bottom right hand corner of the Document Composer window is a
More features option and by clicking on More the additional features available area
shown in the image. 

Signature colors - if using a color printer click to set signature color within signature
fields of documents requiring borrower/co-borrower signatures.

Format - choose default, letter or legal paper size

Select - signed by borrower, borrower copy, or both.
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7 RESPA Document Tracking

In order to maintain compliance with RESPA and Reg-Z, ReverseVision tracks the
issuance of new Good Faith Estimates and Truth In Lending disclosures with the 
GFETracker™.  When printing either of these documents either for the first time, or
after any changes, users will be prompted to choose between a 'Draft' copy or a
'Final' copy.

Selecting Draft will create a document which is not tracked, but has a 'Draft'
watermark on each page.  Choosing final will create the normal documents which
should be submitted to the borrower.

Re-disclosure

If the original documents have already been disclosed and the user needs to re-
disclose, ReverseVision will present a new window that will ask for the reason for re-
disclosure.  The program will provide a number of preset options, but users can
modify and elaborate as needed.
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Choosing draft will still create a document with the watermark, and after entering the
reason for the re-disclosure, the user will be able to create a final document which
can be presented to the borrower. Do not distribute a draft document to your
borrower.
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8 Puerto Rico

Document Language

If you are creating a loan for a borrower in Puerto Rico, ReverseVision allows for the
creation of some documents in Spanish.  Once a zip-code from Puerto Rico is
entered, an option to select a language for your documents will appear.  When in
Prospect Mode it will show within the "Borrower screen", once in Origination, the
language selection in the "Case screen".
Your company administrator will select the defaults for these documents.

Original Mortgage/Note Amount

In the Payoff screen we have added a special field for Puerto Rico which is called
the Original Mortgage Amount.  Please note that this is the amount at which the
previous mortgage was created - NOT THE REMAINING BALANCE.

This will calculate the notary fee for the mortgage cancellation and also the
respective stamps.
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9 Processing

Depending on your organization's business model and their policy settings with
regard to the assignment of user functions, roles, and extended access rights,  you
may or may not get all the information you need with regard to performing said role
from this section. Please be sure to become intimate with the instruction provided in
this rest of the handbook. This section describes in detail the general operation and
handling of a loan file while in the status of processing. Additional functionality
described in various sections. 

9.1 Repairs

Click the Add New Repair Item button to initiate adding a new repair. A window
within the screen will appear with the following fields:

Estimate type: - select from either contractor or appraiser. Contractor selection will
multiple estimate by 150% and appraiser 200%
Estimated By: - name of company/person whom performed estimate
Repair Work: - description of repair work to be completed
Estimate: - estimated amount of repair
Factor: - percentage of mark up to account for repair set aside and this can be
adjusted if needed from contractor 1.5 and appraiser 2.00
Set Aside: - sum of estimate multiplied by factor

Note: Click the Delete button within the selected repair to delete repair from screen.
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Repair Start Date: - day repairs to begin
Repair Complete Date: - day repairs are to be completed
Total: - both of estimate and set aside
Reinspection Fee / Reserves: - reinspection fee/additional reserve amount
Total Repair Set-aside: - sum of reinspection fee/additional reserve amount and
total

IMPORTANT: Click the Report image located bottom of screen to access Repair
Set-Aside document.

9.2 Payoffs

Overview

Payoffs are not only existing mortgages but any other financial transaction the
borrower would be responsible to pay in reference to their property. For example any
lien placed against the property would be entered here.

How to use
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Click Add New Payoff button to open a new payoff entry window within the screen.
The window will have a title bar with an expand/collapse feature, creditor name
(appearing upon being entered into correlating field) balance at closing, payoff order
date and through date as well as an attachment link (only enabled upon one being
added) gray indicates no attachment, blue indicates attachment available and has
been uploaded.

Available controls are Payoff, Lien or Mortgage, Address, Communication, Per
Diem Calculation, Part of the Lien Paid off by the Borrower and all fields within
controls should be self explanatory by field name.

Note: Take notice of the summary bar that runs along bottom of screen, this shows
total number of payoffs, total amount, any amount in total to be paid by borrower and
final amount left to be financed by available funds from the reverse mortgage.

9.3 Processing Input

Lender Information

· The only piece of information entered into this control will be the HUD Lender
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Number and it is also possible that this will pre-populate for you. This number is
assigned to your company by HUD. 

Identification

· FHA Case # - Enter number assigned by FHA; this field is also located on the 
Case screen and filling in one will auto populate the other. 

· FHA Case Number Date: - Date FHA case number is assigned, this field is also
located on the Case screen and filling in one will auto populate the other. 

· Lender Loan # - There are two ways this number is issued:
1. Your company may allocate a loan number, which then would be entered in

said field.
2. ReverseVision offers the ability to have the software assign this number.

Your company administrator will need to establish this policy at www.reversevision.
com, and you will then have the Get button    enabled.

Click the get button (see image above) and the Lender Loan #: will populate into the
text field.

· Settlement Agent Case # - assigned by company who will be settling the loan.

Advanced Property Information

· Property Appraised Value: - Valuation derived from appraisal report
· Property Value Estimate: - Initial estimated value determined at application phase

of the loan.  This field auto populates from the borrower screen,  control Financial
Information, field Property Value and this    preceding field also populates the
Estimated Property Value: field, located in the Property control, on the Property
screen.

· APNNumber: - Assessors Parcel Number located on the appraisal report
· Bed Rooms: - Listed on appraisal
· Living Area: - Listed on appraisal
· Remaining Economic Life: - Listed on appraisal
· Flood Zone Code: - Listed on appraisal
· Property has a Well: - Listed on appraisal
· Septic Tank: - Listed on appraisal
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Direct Deposit Information for Borrower

· Servicing Payment Type: - check or clearing house
· Bank Name: - borrower's bank name for fund transfer
· Bank Routing Number: - borrower's bank routing number
· Bank Account Number: - borrower's bank account number
· Bank Account Type: - checking or savings with regard to borrower's bank account

Scheduled Closing

· Scheduled Closing Date: - preliminary closing date

9.4 Processing Tasks

Many processing task can be tracked and/or initiated from this screen: counseling,
address verification, title, appraisal, insurance binder and payoff information.

Counseling - select date borrower sent to counseling and date counseling certificate
received.

Address verified - expand the verification window by clicking the + symbol located
on the far left side of title bar and refer to the image below.
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1. click Validate Address button for the originally entered address which pulls over
from the property screen.
2. in this example notice that the verification is indicating this address is listed as
place and not plain as street type.
3. click Accept button to confirm acceptance of address changes indicated in
validation process. also during the validation process the Census Tract Number is
retrieved for HMDA reporting.

Right click within the address verification window to access address verification
document and/or add, open, save an attachment.

FHA Case Number -  Click on 'Order Case #' and the number will be automatically
pulled.  You should receive a confirmation message after you click the button.  

NOTE: Your FHA Connection username is entered on our website (www.
reversevision.com under Personal Settings). Your password is saved the first time
you pull a case number and remembered until you close ReverseVision.

Title, Appraisal, Insurance - Create and edit companies, Open order forms and
email requests and add, open, change attachments. 

Images below show right click features available with regard to title, appraisal, and
insurance.
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When creating a new company the window in the image below will appear and fill it
out accordingly. 

IMPORTANT: Be sure to select the Save for future use: options by clicking in the
box in the bottom left hand corner. This will save the created company in the
correlating drop down list to be selected from.

Attachments - add attachments i.e. appraisal or title binders or any other
attachment relating to the loan process. Either select from right click or drag and
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drop attachment over the word attachment. Once an attachment has been added
open it by clicking on the word attachment or through right click option. Only one
attachment can be added therefore if you add another it will override the first. Save
attachment as allows the saving of the attachment on your computer. 

9.5 Signatures

Signature - This field is populated from the Signature Line control, Signature field,
located on the Borrower screen, which is populated from the Person control fields:
First Name:, Middle Name:, and Last Name:. If this field is highlighted on the
Signatures page, it is indicating that it is different from what is entered on the
Borrower page. 

Aka: - list any known alias here.

Legal Vesting (Title held in these names) - Enter here the way the borrower(s)
names appear on the title work. Double click in field to merge borrower and co-
borrower names. Notice in the image below this field is highlighted which indicates
entry is different from default, "as husband and wife" has been added.

Notary Acknowledgement section of DOT/Mortgage - Type here the way you
want the names to appear within the DOT/Mortgage.

Trust - select type of trust from drop down list and click add button and verify trustee
information within trustee fields.

NOTE: Right click in trustee field as indicated in the image below to access menu
option with the ability to populate trustee into additional documents for signing. Same
feature available for remainderman.

Estate: - Selected Estate type. This is also done on the property screen and will
populate the correlating field automatically. If Life Estate is selected then additional
fields become available to enter in the Remainderman(s), and if Leasehold is
selected, an additional field becomes available to enter in the Leasehold
Expiration date.
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10 Underwriting

Depending on your organization's business model and their policy settings with
regard to the assignment of user functions, roles, and extended rights,  you may or
may not get all the information you need with regard to performing said role. Please
be sure to become intimate with the instruction provided in the Loan officer/Loan
Officer Assistant section of the handbook. This section describes in detail the
general operation and handling of a loan file in ReverseVision. Additional
functionality described in correlating roles. 

10.1 Standard Conditions

Many of the underwriting conditions that go into products are repetitive; they go into
every loan.

Under the menu item Settings, the underwriter can set up Standard
Underwriting Conditions. These conditions will then go automatically into the
corresponding loans when the underwriter adds conditions.

Underwriter specific
Standard Underwriting Conditions are underwriter specific, meaning that Standard
Underwriting Conditions set up by underwriter A are not seen by underwriter B.

Product specific
Standard Underwriting Conditions are product specific, allowing the underwriter to
define particular pre-set conditions for each product. The product is selected from
the respective drop-down list.

Condition Type
Conditions are added by type, General, Prior to Underwriting, Prior to Docs, Prior to
Funding. The type is selected from the drop-down list for the types.

Order
The sequence and the numbering of the Standard Underwriting Conditions, as they
will be added into the conditions for a particular loan, can be rearranged. You can
set a number in front of each condition the way you like it. The Renumber Button
rearranges the conditions according to the numbers.
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HINT:
Standard Underwriting Conditions will go into each loan based on the particular
product. Once they are added to the loan, each condition can be edited or even
deleted from the loan.

10.2 Conditions

Setting and managing conditions is a major task for the underwriter. ReverseVision
gives significant support to create and manage conditions and to underwrite a loan.

Underwriting
The first thing an underwriter should do when starting to work with a loan (if this has
not yet been done), is to change its status to Underwriting. This sets the correct
access rights and will also assign the underwriter to the loan.
Underwriting is performed by entering the underwriting date. After leaving the date
box, the Underwrite button and the Reject Loan Button will become visible. To
underwrite, click the first one.

View
The View drop-down list selects what type of conditions should be shown. This
doesn't add or remove any condition to or from a loan, but only selects which
conditions to show. Restricting what conditions are viewed makes working easier.

Show Standard Conditions
Standard Conditions are the conditions that are ALWAYS added to a particular
product. Not showing Standard Underwriting Conditions allows the underwriter or
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processor to focus on the specifically added conditions.

Adding Standard Conditions
The first conditions to be added are the standard conditions. By clicking Add
Standard Conditions, all standard conditions will be added to the loan. All
conditions can be modified or even deleted. This also applies to Standard
Conditions.

Adding Conditions
Other conditions can be added one by one. The Add Condition button is tied to
the selected view. For instance, if the view is "Prior to Docs", then each condition
added will be a "Prior to Docs" condition. If it is set to View "All", then the application
will ask to specify what condition to add.

Collaboration between Underwriter and Processor
ReverseVision is a collaborative tool. The underwriter can set and modify conditions.
When moving the mouse over a condition, it opens up and gives the full view of the
condition. The processor can pick up a condition and start working on it by clicking 
In Process.  It is the processor who clears conditions and the underwriter who can
finally approve them with the click on the Approve button. 
While the processor and the underwriter work on the conditions, the loan officer has
read-only access to the loan and can follow what conditions have been set and how
they are resolved.

Numbering
There is no automatic change of the numbering and sequence. However the
underwriter can change the number of the condition at any time. The number will go
into the stips-sheet. The character in front of the number indicates whether it is a G
eneral, Prior to Underwriting, Prior to Docs, or Prior to Funding condition. 

Clear to Close
A loan is defined Clear To Close by setting the clear to close date and optionally
adding a comment. This has to be confirmed by pressing the Clear to Close
button. 
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HINT
Add conditions that are frequently but not always used to the dictionary: Settings -
Dictionary.

Once added to the dictionary, you just type the abbreviation and press the space bar
to add the content. 

10.3 Appraisal Analysis

Enter information into the fields to populate the Analysis of Appraisal document. the
document is accessible by selecting Documents from the main menu bar,
Underwriting and right click document name for full compliment of features.

Click Create New Appraiser button and fill out necessary information in the Details
window and be sure to click in the Save for future use: box to save and populate as
a selection in the Appraiser drop down list.
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10.4 Tracking Documents

The GFETracker™ has been developed so that users can manage their GFE and
TIL disclosures and make sure compliance is maintained.  This page tracks each
disclosure that is made and provides a plethora of information to make sure that the
loan stays compliant with all relevant guidelines.
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Disclosure: This is where disclosures are stored.  The drop-down gives access to
all GFE's and TIL's that have been created.  To the right of the disclosure is a quick
link to open the stored document.

0% Fees:  Fee's that have a 0% threshold are listed under this heading.

10% Fees:  Fee's that have a 10% threshold are listed under this heading.

GFE:  The fee that was disclosed on the selected GFE is displayed under this
column.

Current:  The current fee as entered in the loan is displayed under this column.

Diff:  The difference between the GFE and Current column is displayed under this
column.

%: The percent difference is displayed under this column.  Red indicates that the fee
is outside of the allowed range.
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11 Closing

Depending on your organization's business model and their policy settings with
regard to the assignment of user functions, roles, and extended rights,  you may or
may not get all the information you need with regard to performing said role. Please
be sure to become intimate with the instruction provided in the Loan officer/Loan
Officer Assistant section of the handbook. This section describes in detail the
general operation and handling of a loan file in ReverseVision. Additional
functionality described in correlating roles. 

11.1 Payment Schedule

The payment schedule allows the closer to address the payments from and to the
borrower. It also gives a comprehensive overview of the loan calculation.

IMPORTANT:
The payment schedule is the last calculation that should be performed immediately
before ordering closing documents. Selecting the loan, setting fees, adding liens and
other calculations should be performed prior to calculating the final payments with
the payment schedule.

Calculation
Principal Limit Calculated value
Prior Deposit made
by Borrower

Deposits the borrower has made go into the loan calculation. A
prior deposit is basically a loan by the borrower to the lender. It
can be perceived as a negative draw from the loan. It is NOT
the same as an Earnest Payment which is entered on the 
HUD-1 only.

Refund Of Deposit
To Borrower

The amount of cash that is to be refunded to the borrower for a
prior deposit. This has a similar function as the loan advance
(lump sum).

Closing Cost The total closing cost for the loan as per the closing date (does
not include POC amounts).

Closing Cost Paid in
Cash by Borrower

The borrower has the option to pay part or all the closing cost.
Usually this amount is 0, as in almost all cases the closing costs
are financed with the loan.

Financed Closing
Cost

Part of the closing cost financed with the reverse mortgage

Liens Total of all the liens that have to be paid off in order to close the
reverse mortgage

Payoffs In Cash By
Borrower

Part of the liens that the borrower decides to pay off personally

Financed Liens Part of the liens that are financed with the reverse mortgage
Servicing Fee Set
Aside

Calculated value

Repair Set Aside Set aside for repairs as required
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Taxes And
Insurance Set Aside

Set aside for taxes and insurances for the first year 

Funds Available Net funds available to the borrower after all the above
adjustments

Loan Advance
(Lump Sum)

Lump sum requested by the borrower

Tenure / Term Checking either of these fields sets a tenure or term and
enables the relevant fields.

Monthly Payment
(Total)

The monthly payments as generated from the reverse
mortgage. This is the total amount, from which a part may be
withheld to pay for taxes and insurance.

Monthly Withholding
(Taxes & Insurance)

Withholding for taxes and insurance.

Net Monthly
Payment

The payment to the borrower after withholding for taxes and
insurance.

Available Line of
Credit

The remaining Line of Credit

HINT:
Lump Sum, Tenure, Term, Available Line of Credit all allow double click. Double
click will put the maximum value into the respective field. For example, double
clicking lump sum will put the maximum amount into lump sum.
 

Closing Parameter
Cash To Borrower
At Closing

Net amount that the borrower will receive at funding or have to
bring to closing.

Initial Loan Amount The initial unpaid principal balance or initial loan amount.

Rate Information
Expected Rate The principal limit and thus the whole loan calculation is based

on the expected rate. Thus it is important to know how much the
expected rate is. (This does not apply to all reverse mortgages).

Expected Rate Date The expected rate is chosen based on a date, usually the
application date or the closing date. ReverseVision
automatically selects the best date, meaning the date based on
which the borrower gets the highest loan amount.

Initial Rate The initial rate will be the rate that is applied to the loan for the
first month or first few months. 

Initial Rate
Expiration Date

The initial rate is only valid until a certain time.  The expiration
date of the initial rate is the last day the loan can close, else it
might need to be recalculated.
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Warnings
This control will list issues of concerns of the software. Each warning should be
taken seriously. 
It is the closer's decision to address the warnings or close anyway with a warning. 

Lock Calculation
ReverseVision automatically recalculates the loan whenever the loan screen or the
payment schedule is opened. Once the final payment schedule has been calculated,
this recalculation is not desired anymore. 
By locking the calculation, the closer instructs ReverseVision not to recalculate the
loan automatically. This ensures the integrity of the loan once it has been closed.
It is strongly advised to lock the calculation once the payment schedule has been
finalized.

IMPORTANT: 
Once the calculation is locked, warnings are not shown anymore. 
Don't lock the calculation unless you have addressed all warnings.

11.2 Settlement

Dates

Application Date: - This populates from the Case screen from the field Application
Date and is the date the application was taken.
FHACase Number Date: - this field populates from the field with the same name on
the Case screen and this said field also populates the correlating field on the
Processing Input screen.
Closing Date: - This date auto populates into the software as a predetermined set
amount of days added to the application date. See Main Menu Features and
settings section of this manual to find where you may adjust this setting of days to
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be added to the application date. This date populates from the Borrower screen, in
prospect status, into the field named Closing Date: and then populates the same
field name located on the Case screen, that then populates over to this field located
on the Settlement screen.
Recission Date: - Time period in which the borrower may rescind on the loan
transaction and is three business days from the closing date.   
Funding Date: - Day loan will fund.
First Monthly Payment Date: - Day 1st monthly payment is dispersed to borrower(s).
First Rate Change Date - Date of 1st rate change.
Maturity Date: - Evaluation date assigned by HUD affecting loan, this is the 150th
birthday of the primary borrower.
Repair Start Date: - date repairs scheduled to start and this populates from the same
field name on the Processing Input screen.
Repair Complete Date: - date repairs scheduled to be completed by and this
populates from the same field name on the Processing Input screen.
Initial Rate Expiration Date: - date on which initial rate expires on and is used to
calculate First Rate Change Date.

Settlement Agent

Settlement Agent Case # : - assigned by company who will be settling the loan, and
this populates over from the same field located on the Processing Input screen.
Settlement Agent: - select appropriate settlement agent from those available in the
drop down list (if any). You may also view the details of the selected settlement
agent by clicking Agent Details button.

To create a new agent click Create New Agent button and enter all the information
into the control.
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You are able to save this agent for future use by checking the box Save for future
use: and after doing so you will then see this agent available in the drop down list.

Trustee for Deed of Trust

Trustee: - If Deed of Trust state, select appropriate Trustee: from drop down list.  To
see Trustee details, click Trustee Details button.

If you need to add or create new Trustee, click Create Trustee button and enter the
requested information into the Trustee for Deed of Trust Details control.
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Partner

Select appropriate partner with regard to correlating field.

Responsibilities

Select appropriate person responsible with regard to correlating function.

Order Closing Documents

IMPORTANT Be sure to save your work before initiating order request for
documents.

Click the Order button to establish a request for closing documents and then click
the Synchronize button located on the Tool Bar to send this request to the
document company your company has an established contract with.
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Upon successful completion of the requested task, you will be notified when you 
Synchronize again and it will look as follows:

You have the ability to change the information in the software and reorder
documents following the same procedure as listed above.

If you wish to send an email to the selected settlement agent, click the box next to 
"Send Alert to Settlement Agent", this will notify the settlement agent that the
closing package has been ordered.

11.3 Curing a loan

ReverseVision allows users to easily cure loans in the GFE Tracker screen.
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When and How to Cure

When a fees fall outside of the allowable tolerances it must be cured to stay
compliant with RESPA.  The GFE Tracker provides the tolerances for both the 0 and
10% fee's separately for ease of use.  When a fee falls outside of tolerance limits,
the text will turn red and show the current percent variance from the currently
disclosed GFE. (1)  Since the 0% fee's are handled individually, each line may show
up as red if it is outside of tolerance, whereas the 10% fees will only show up  in red
under the total line.

To cure a loan you must right click on the red number which is outside of tolerance. 
A menu will appear which will allow the user to choose to 'Cure by Lender' or 'Cure
by Broker.' (2)  This option is significant because it decides how certain lines of the
HUD-1 are populated.

Once a loan has been cured to either the broker or lender, a new field will appear at
the bottom of the GFE Tracker screen showing the fees which are being paid by the
lender/broker. (3)
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As always, follow company guidelines for curing loans.  ReverseVision does not
decide who cures the loan.

Undo a Cure

To undo a cure to the broker or lender, right-click on the chart at the bottom and
select 'Undo Cure.'  This will return the fee to what it was previously set to.
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12 Shipping

Depending on your organization's business model and their policy settings with
regard to the assignment of user functions, roles, and extended rights,  you may or
may not get all the information you need with regard to performing said role. Please
be sure to become intimate with the instruction provided in the Loan officer/Loan
Officer Assistant section of the handbook. This section describes in detail the
general operation and handling of a loan file in ReverseVision. Additional
functionality described in correlating roles. 

12.1 Submit Loan

Direct Deposit Information for Borrower

Enter the information given by the borrower (or borrower's bank), into provided fields,
 to establish direct deposit of loan proceeds.  

Submit Loan To Investor/Subservicer

Select from drop down list provided, which investor/subservicer you wish to submit
loan file to, enter any additional information requested within the control, and then
click Submit button.

Just like when ordering documents, you need to then click the Synchronize button
to transfer your requested submit action. Status of submission will display within the
control upon completion and your next synchronization. 

eBoutique
The interface to eBoutique is unidirectional, meaning that ReverseVision sends a
loan to eBoutique, but other than knowing that the transmission was executed
correctly, eBoutique does not send back a validation. Thus, after submitting a loan to
eBoutique it is mandatory to log into eBoutique and validate that the loan has been
accepted correctly by eBoutique.
eBoutique creates a pretty nice report, detailing every issue that needs addressing,
and some additional issues that don't need addressing. Because eBoutique was
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developed before rate locks for HECM were available, it cannot recognize if a rate
has been locked. Thus there may be warnings such as this:
038B-Expected Rate Index does not equal the computed index effective on the
Closing Date. Expected Index delivered = 4.55 Calculated Expected Index = 4.57.
In the above case the expected index was locked for September 7, 2007 to 4.55%,
but the loan closed on October 11, 2007, then the current index would have been
4.57. However as the rate was locked, the index from September 7 applied. This
warning can thus be disregarded.

12.2 Actual Closing and Funding Dates

Once a loan has closed and funded, it is important to set the Actual Closing, and
Actual Funding dates.  These fields can be entered in by users with the Shipping and
Post-Closing roles.  It is highly critical that these fields are entered in correctly.

In Shipping, under the Submit Loan screen, the fields can be found in the top right of
the screen:

The same fields can be found at the top of the PostClosing Tasks screen:

Website

These fields can be updated in bulk from our website as well.
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To navigate to the correct screen go to the Loan dropdown and select the Actual
Closing/Funding Date Validation link. (1)

The screen above should load.  Select the date range for the loans that need to be
verified/updated from the 'Scheduled Closing Date between' fields. (2)

Once the loans appear on the screen, enter the correct 'Actual Closing/Funding
Date' (3) and click save.  The fields should now be updated in the loan and show up
appropriately in all reporting.
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13 Annex

13.1 What is a Reverse Mortgage

A reverse mortgage is an instrument used by homeowners, who qualify, to turn the
equity in their home in to a medium to produce income. They can receive this
income as a lump sum (or portion of available funds at closing), equal monthly
payments (tenure or term), line of credit, or any combination of those listed. As the
borrower(s) situation changes they may also make changes to their loan conditions.

There are various products available for the consumer. Any of the HECM products
which are insured by HUD, HomeKeeper through Fannie Mae, and any of the
various proprietary products offered by other lending institutions.

NOTE: The parameters and qualification standards vary from one product to the
next. Be sure to verify that your potential client qualifies for the product you are
offering. 

Visit this link for a more in depth look at how HUD's reverse mortgage program
works: http://www.hud.gov/buying/reverse.cfm

Visit this link for more information pertaining to the HECM:

https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/mortgageproducts/reverse/hecm.jsp

Visit this link for more information pertaining to the Homekeeper:

https://www.efanniemae.com/sf/mortgageproducts/reverse/homekeeper.jsp

13.2 Technology

ReverseVision is a SmartClient application. This means it is a Windows application
that exchanges data through the Internet.
This technology combines the advantages of the browser with the advantages of a
pure Windows application:
· ReverseVision can run independently of the Internet
· ReverseVision is easy to install, update, and maintain
· Data can be stored locally 
· Data can be transferred over the Internet to a Host
· Data can be exchanged with other authorized users
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13.3 Word Templates

How to Create Word Templates 

The easiest way to create a Word template is by opening an existing Word template
and saving it under a new name:

In ReverseVision go to Settings, open Application Settings, select the tab Word
Integration and click Modify Templates. In the pop-up window that comes up select
the base template by clicking it. The template will open in Microsoft Word. In
Microsoft Word click File and select Save As... to create the new template.

Modifying word templates

Word templates for ReverseVision are nothing other than Microsoft Word Documents with some
special Tags in them. When ReverseVision creates a new Word document based on a template, it
retrieves the template and replaces all the tags with the corresponding information.

This means you can add any text, images and other objects into the template you
want and apply any formatting that Word allows. ReverseVision will automatically
apply it to the document that is based on the template.

Tags
 
ReverseVision supports the following Tags:

Borrower-Specific Tags
        
<FormalName> Formal Name as it

may appear in a letter
head

<Greeting> Greeting such as
"Dear John"

<Address1> First Address Line
<Address2> Second Address Line
<ZIP> Zip Code
<ZIP4>   4 Digit Zip Extension
<State> State Code
<City> City
<FirstName> First Name
<MiddleName> MiddleName
<FamilyName>    Last Name
<NameSuffix> Suffix to the Name
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<SSN> Social Security
Number

<DOB>  Date of Birth
<HomePhone> Home Phone #
<BusinessPhone> Business Phone #
<MobilePhone> Mobile Phone #
<email>  Email Address

Loan-Specific Tags
                          
<TenureReserve>  Reserve for Tenure

Payments
<TenureMonthlyPay
ment>  

 Monthly Tenure
Payments

<TermReserve>   Reserve for Term
Payments

<TermMonthlyPaym
ent>

 Monthly Term
Payments

<TermMonths> Total Months for
which Term is paid

<LumpSum> Lump Sum asked at
Closing

<Liens>  Liens and
Mortgages

<LOC> Line of Credit
<ClosingDate> Closing Date
<OriginationFee> Origination Fee
<PropertyValueEsti
mate>

 Estimate of
Property Value

<MaxClaimAmount>
 

Max Claim Amount

<Principal Limit> Principal Limit
<monthlyServicingF
ee>

Monthly Servicing
Fees

<ServicingFeeReser
ve> 

 Set Aside for
Servicing

<FinancingFees> Financing Fees
<InsuranceFees> Insurance Fees
<FinancingFeesPOC
> 

 Financing Fees
POC

<FHACaseNumber> FHA Case Number
<FHACaseNumberD
ate>

Date FHA Case
Number received
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<LenderCaseNumbe
r> 

Lender Case
Number

<CorrespondentCas
eNumber> 

Correspondent Case
Number

<tcm1y> One Year Treasury
Rate

<tcm10y>   Ten Year Treasury
Rate

<cd1m> 1 Month CD rate

Compiled Text Tags 

Compiled Tags enter context sensitive text.

<ProspectLoanInf
o>

Creates Prospect explanation text for one or two
borrowers.

Simulation Tags 

To understand Simulation Tags, one has to understand what a simulation is. A
simulation is a scenario that you can build with ReverseVision that makes some
projections into the future: [[handbook:simulator]]

Graphs showing the future (such as the income received) are based on such
simulations. Whenever you create a word document out of the [[handbook:
simulator]], the simulation will be used to create graphs. In this case the property
growth rate that is applied is 4% and the expected rate is applied as interest rate.

However if a Word document is created directly from the borrower, no such
simulation exists. In this case it will be created based on Simulation Tags.

No Simulation Tag 

In this case the simulation is based on the allocation in the loan. 

<Allocate1/3>

In this case all allocations in the loan are disregarded and instead:

1/3 of the loan is drawn at closing

1/3 of the loan is put in the Line of Credit

1/3 of the loan is left as Line of Credit
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Graph Tags

Inserts Graphs into the document. All but the LoanPieGraph require a simulation
created with the [[handbook:simulator]].

<LoanPieGraph> Loan Pie with Labels
<CashDrawnGraph> Income Distributed to the Borrower over Time
<LOCGraph> Development of the Line of Credit over Time
<EquityGraph> Development of the Equity over Time
<APRGraph> Development of the APR over Time

13.4 Main Menu Features and Settings

File

· New Prospect - use this feature to open a new prospect layout. Same function as 
New button on Tool Bar.

· Exit - this feature will exit the software completely.
· Save - saves information entered up to selection of command. Same as Save

button on Tool Bar.

Settings

· Application Settings
   
   - Salutation
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Here you will adjust settings for the way the fields Formal Name and Salutation in
the Address control and Greeting in the Communication control on the Borrower
(s) screen are formatted. These fields will populate any word documents, you have
created, from word templates, to use in assisting in the loan process. Adjust these
settings and look at how the fields change accordingly.

Closing Date populates in many areas in the software and we auto populate this
date based off of the creation date of the file and then add what ever value is
inputted in Closing Days From Now: . So for example, 60 days is are closing date
value, June 9th, 2007 is are creation date, so are closing date then populates as
August 8th, 2007.

   - Word Integration
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Click Modify Templates to view a list of available created templates to modify
accordingly. See the How to Create Word Templates section of this manual for
instruction on how to create and modify these templates. 

   - Graphs

Select the Display Graphs Color Blind: by checking the correlating box to show
graphs with symbols in each section along with color for those who are color blind.

· Personal Information
   There are various tabs to select from here:    
1. User - list user information for particular account.
2. Roles - list roles user holds.
3. Company - users company information.
4. User Licenses

· Dictionary

This dictionary is specific to a users account, so if you create a dictionary, only you
will have access to it for use.
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Add - click to add new condition.
Delete - click to delete condition.
OK - click to complete addition of new piece to dictionary.

The dictionary allows for quick entry of information. According to the above sample,
typing SSN and confirming it with the space bar, will result in the phrase: "Social
Security Card Required".
The dictionary does apply to the following fields:
Underwriting: Conditions
Underwriting: Clear to Close Comment
Signatures: Title held in these names
Signatures: Acknowledgement
Property: Legal Description
Property: Brief Legal Description
Fees: Payee

· Standard Underwriting Condition

See Underwriter section for description of this feature.

Diagnostics
   
· These features are used by ReverseVision and should not be selected and or

initiated without direction from a member of your IT department, administrator, or
member of ReverseVision.
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Help
   
· Handbook - link takes you to handbook.
· Frequently Asked Questions - link takes you to FAQ.
· About ... - shows you what version you have of the software.

Loan
   
· Responsibilities

Support
 
· These features are used by ReverseVision and should not be selected and/or

initiated without direction from a member of your IT department, administrator, or
member of ReverseVision.

13.5 User Roles

ReverseVision uses Roles to control access rights to loans, rights to work with loans,
and work flow. Listed below are the different roles you may be assigned and it is
possible to be assigned more than one role.

NOTE: Anyone assigned the role of manager must also be assigned the role they
are managing. Example Loan Officer Manager should also be assigned the role of
Loan Officer.

Loan Officer - originates file and is responsible for getting the file from prospect into
processing. Loan officer will only see the loans that they have either created or have
been assigned to for role as loan officer.
Loan Officer Manager - manages loan officers and is able to see all loans within
company.
Processor - performs processing function and works in conjunction with the
underwriter to clear conditions (stips).
Processor Manager - manages processors.
Underwriter - performs underwriter function and works in conjunction with processor
to move loan from underwriting in to closing.
Underwriter Manager - manages underwriters.
Closer - performs closing function.
Closer Manager - manages closers.
Shipper - performs shipper function.
Shipper Manager - manages shippers.
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Administrator - responsible for the overall administration duties such as setting up
users, assigning roles and rights, administration of products.

Contact your company administrator for a more in depth explanation with regard to
the various parameters surrounding each role.

Assigning persons of responsibility with regard to loan
roles

When a loan officer creates a loan they are assigned as loan officer. To be assigned
as any other role responsibility a user must first be assigned any given role they are
to perform and then they will need to access the existing loan from the selection
window and then move the status of the loan. You do so by selecting from the 
Status drop down list located on the Tool Bar, the status you wish to move the loan
into. 

If someone is assigned a role responsibility and this responsible party needs to be
changed you do so by placing your mouse pointer over top of the name you wish to
assign a different person of responsibility with regard to said role and double click.

Once you have double clicked you will be redirected to this screen
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1. Lists role to be changed.
2. Click the Change button and a box will appear with all available persons you may
choose to assign to correlating role. Simply click on the individuals name to be
assigned. Use the Navigation Panel to redirect to another screen to continue
working in the loan.

Symbol for each role:

 Loan Officer

 Processor

 Underwriter

 Closer

 Shipper

13.6 Loan Status and Workflow

Work-flow controls how the loan is handled from prospect to shipment of the loan. It
is important you understand this feature of the software as it will control your user
access and ability to use all or some of the controls in the software. Depending on
the way your company utilizes work-flow it will either be a push or pull order. There
will be an assigned person of responsibility at each status of the loan
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IMPORTANT: ReverseVision's software mimics the way you work with loan files. For
instance, if you send your loan file to underwriting, the file is then gone to
underwriting. The same with the status of the loan. So, if you change the status to
underwriting, your loan will go to underwriting – and you may lose part of the access
rights to your loan. Another way to put it is as you move the loan through the work-
flow, the loan will restrict your access to some or all functions. This is directly
controlled by your company user defined roles and extended access rights. See your
company administrator for full details. 

Various statuses of the loan:

· Prospect
· Origination
· Processing 
· Underwriting 
· Closing
· Funding
· Post-Closing
· Shipping

There are two ways to handle the work-flow process push and pull:

· Push - Here the loan is pushed from one status to another by the current
responsible person. Example, LO pushes loan from origination to processing,
processor pushes loan from processing to underwriting ... person to whom loan is
pushed takes responsibility.

· Pull - Here the loan will be pulled into a status by the person taking responsibility
for the loan. Example processor picks loan up in origination, moves it to
processing, and now is responsible for the loan.
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13.7 Minimum system requirements

In order to run ReverseVision you need a PC with at least the following
requirements:

· Windows XP Service Pack 2 or higher
· Monitor with resolution of 1024x768 or higher
· 512 MB RAM (1GB recommended)
· MS Office 2000, Office XP, Office 2003, Office 2007 or higher
· 1GB free space on the hard disk
· Internet access (high speed connection strongly recommended) 
· Latest security updates from Windows Update, strongly recommended

Before installing ReverseVision, back up all data and perform the latest updates for
Windows including installation of the Framework 2.0 or higher (depending on your
Windows installation you can "Click Start" and select "Windows Update" or "Click
Start", select "All Programs," and then select "Windows Update").

Important: Also make sure the clock of your computer is set to the correct time and
time zone!

13.8 Password

Use this link for suggestions on how to choose the right password. http://www.alw.
nih.gov/Security/Docs/passwd.html

13.9 Adjusting PC clock settings

It is important that your PC clock be synchronized. To accomplish this double click
on the time in the bottom right hand corner of your PC and you will see this:
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Ensure the proper date is set in the "Date" control.

Next select the "Time Zone" tab and you will see this:

Ensure that you are set to the correct time zone and if not please select the
appropriate time zone from the drop down list.
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Finally, select the "Internet Time" tab and you should see as follows:

Click on "Update Now" and your PC clock will be synchronized with whichever
server you have selected from the available drop down list. It is recommended to
choose "time.windows.com".

13.10 Glossary of Terms


